The following items are required for your final presentation.

A statement of intentions (to be coordinated with the writing assignment).
Two images of precedents collaged into your presentation.

A locus plan showing the location of your site on the base (i.e. show the whole base)
A site plan at 1/16” = 1’-0”, 1/8” = 1’-0”
   Show contours, vegetation, roads, existing buildings etc.
Plan(s) at ¼” = 1’-0”
   Show all walls, screens, windows, doors.
   Graphically distinguish structure
   Dot in roofs overhead, and show floor / ground texture
Section (one lateral, one longitudinal) at ¼” = 1’-0”
   Show structure, ground plane and all space defining elements
   Show what is visible beyond the section cut
(Exploded) Axon
   As in the bathroom project, develop an exploded axon showing all relevant space defining elements.
   Show the axon, both in its de-constructed as well as completed form.
Perspective(s)
   Select one perspective which best illustrates your project’s intentions

In all drawings, show scale, north arrows and labels.

The drawing sizes should be a module of a 11” x 17”, and no smaller then 22” x 34”.
All the above drawings are to appear on no less then two boards, oriented horizontally.